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Abstract
The complexity and distinctiveness of gossip and gossiping have highlighted the recent viral short movie, Tilik (2018). It is important to note that gossip has also been identified as a support in social attachment in large crowds which is used to gain certain power. This research analyzes the role of gossip and gossiping in reaching the power within a community and the instruments to reach such power. Hence, this qualitative research employs cultural study approach to get an in-depth and complete analysis based on cultural perspective. Besides, Social Dominance Theory is also applied to explore the usage of gossip as weapon to reach the top of power. The study shows that gossip is surely a sharp weapon that may attack either the object of gossip or others harmed by the formulation of gossip. Also, gossip can be activated as a weapon to reach power in a certain group. Furthermore, gossip can be effective if the person who spreads it has power in the society.

Keywords: Gossip; Power; Javanese Society; Tilik.

الملخص
تم تسليط الضوء على تعقيدات وخصائص النميمة والقيل والقال في أحدث فيلم قصير سريع الانتشار ، Tilik (2018). من المهم ملاحظة أن النميمة المحددة يمكن أن تساعد في تقوية الروابط الاجتماعية للعديد من الناس وكذلك اكتساب القوة. تحلل هذه الدراسة دور النميمة والنميمة في اكتساب القوة (القوة في المجتمع وكذلك الأدوات المستخدمة لتحقيق تلك القوة. يسعى البحث النوعي بنج ثقافي إلى الحصول على تحليل حاد ومتمعم للنصوص الثقافية. تُستخدم نظرية الهيمنة الاجتماعية أيضًا كأداة تحليلية.
Introduction

Gossip is related to the way a group of people has perspectives on a particular individual or other people on their behaviors, appearances, mistakes, habits, and other qualities. The perspectives are manifested in judgments and views based on clear or unclear evidences, solid or vague arguments, as well as fiction or non-fiction stories. Gossip is one of the communication forms within society. Joseph Epstein has observed the definition of the word “gossip”, which includes the useful transmission of information along with the older implication of casual or unrestrained talk about other human beings. It is not astonishing why people are interested in other people’s
business since other human beings are the world’s most attractive topic.\(^1\) Moreover, Beersma, Gerben and Kleef declare that one of the gossiping motives is social enjoyment. Gossiping is viewed as a distraction from daily routine activities that help those who are involved in having fun. Hence, gossip is often defined under a negative perspective.\(^2\) Gossip is often seen as self-serving deeds aimed at manipulating other people and persuading them in some spiteful method.\(^3\) However, gap is always present on human knowledge of other people which makes them always lack the whole story.\(^4\) It means that gossip is usually established based on limited knowledge of the object of gossip which provides no guarantee for its truth.

It is important to note that gossip has also been identified as assisting social attachment in large crowds.\(^5\) When people talk about something, the curiosity to know and investigate the object of gossip somehow shows our necessity in involving to fulfill our desire to bond with our social group. However, Daniel Solove warns that human judgment is imperfect; Human judgment is made of pieces of information taken out of context.\(^6\)

The explanation above is in line with the characteristic of gossip presented by Clare Birchall. Clare Birchall states the characteristics of gossip: 1) gossip is informal talk, 2) conducted within a very small group of participants, 3) who know each other fairly well, and 4) trust one another not to violate each other’s confidence. 5) The subject matter is highly personal, focused on knowledge of other people, and 6) the person or people who form the subject matter are not among those doing the discussing.\(^7\)

Gossip is not a new material employed in art-works. Mark Twain, the 19\(^{th}\) century American writer, employed gossip as one of his writing style. Such style can be found in *The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County*, a short story. F. Scott Fitzgerald, another American writer and one of the members of lost generation writers, wrote *The Great Gatsby* based on the power of gossip and rumor. In more recent work, we found American TV series *Gossip Girl*, and Indonesia is without

---

\(^3\) Beersma and Van Kleef.
\(^6\) Dunbar.
exception. Gossip also becomes a noticeable focus on the recently viral short movie in Indonesia, *Tilik* (2018).  

The complexity and distinctiveness of gossip and gossiping have highlighted the short movie *Tilik* (2018). *Tilik* is a 32 minutes short movie that tells about a group of housewives who are gossiping on the truck. The gossiping happens along their way to a hospital visiting *Bu Lurah* (Village Headwoman), which is why the short movie also named *Tilik* (visiting). Uploaded premiered on August 17, 2020, on YouTube, *Tilik* has gained huge popularity in Indonesia and has been watched by more than 24 million viewers just in two months. On Jakarta Post, Jessica Valentine notices that *ghibah* (gossiping) and *emak-emak* (housewives) have become viral catchphrases on social media in the latest days, because of the short movie *Tilik*.  

Becoming the recent viral phenomenon, *Tilik* is under spotlight for the debatable content, specifically on the women and the gossip among them. Such subject instills the debate among not only those who are professionally involved in the movie industry but also general public. Julia Suryakusuma in her article on Jakarta Post states the reality that *Tilik* is viral should encourage us to think about the Indonesian Constitution, collective sanity, Pancasila as well as the future of Islam. She believes that our collective consciousness on idealizing *Bu Tedjo*, the main character and center of gossip, is the way people encouraging the negative stereotype of women. This movie becomes viral because it shows the reality in our daily social life, where people like to gossip.  

As a social bonding aid, gossip somehow can be used as the main topic in people’s chat. In the short movie *Tilik*, gossip becomes an integral part of the plot that drives the story from the beginning until the end. As the plot goes by, viewers observe the characters’ personality in the movies through their perception toward gossip. Niko Besnier believes there is an actor played his/her role to strive for a certain goal in the process of gossip. In *Tilik*, the actors who dominate the process of gossiping are *Bu Tejo*, *Bu Tri*, *Yu sam*, and *Yu Ning*. Viewers are presented by the unique characterizations of *Bu Tejo* and *Bu Tri*, the characters that support gossip and even provoke it. Another type of character is represented by *Yu Ning* who strongly disagrees with any unqualified news. There is also a type of character that involved in gossip but does not fully support the whole idea represented by *Yu Sam*. Other characters portrayed are other women in the truck who tend to passively receive the

---

gossip. Also, Besnier believes that gossip also breaks and damages the harmony in the society. Thus, the dispute among women who are gossiping on the truck occurs.\textsuperscript{12}

\textit{Tilik} also presents the object of gossip, a young woman named Dian—her physical looks, her personality, and her scandal that are delivered in the truck. McAndrew states the main purpose of gossip is to reinforce the lack of morality and accountability.\textsuperscript{13} People’s tendency to talk about someone’s bad behavior behind their back is seen as a medium to punish and share the common idea among people. Dian as the object of gossip is selected as suggested by Epstein as long it is an interesting topic of talk whether the talk is merely opinion. Joseph Epstein states that talk is likely about the great subjects and occasion and problems, about which most of us activate in the territory of just opinion or everything that is exciting to say.\textsuperscript{14} It can be classified as passive aggression since the person we talk is not around but people still can show their power by harming that person.\textsuperscript{15}

Based on the power hold by the gossiper, it can be concluded that gossip is related to the process of gaining power. Niko Besnier declares that gossiper(s) who hold and engage the information as precious commodity may accumulate it in the capitalistic fashion.\textsuperscript{16} It means the content of gossip become valuable commodity to gain advantage. In \textit{Tilik}, the process of gaining the advantage is pursued by Bu Tejo. Bu Tejo, the main character in the movie, consistently sparks and spreads gossip during the trip. We notice that since the beginning of the movie until the end of it, she is the one who creates conversation among the women on the truck. It is interesting to see how this character harnesses her power through gossip in driving people’s thoughts. The character is very vocal in delivering gossip and her opinion especially about Dian while the other women on the truck tend to listen to her. Socially Bu Tedjo is portrayed as a very dominant character in her communal relationship. Observing this fact, this research is going to focus on the role of gossip and gossiping in gaining power within a community. Such power can be achieved by describing the social dominance in the communal relationship. Social Dominance discusses how people are structurally divided based on their social hierarchies as systems of groups.

There have been several numbers of research discussing \textit{Tilik}. Inayaturrobbani, analyzes the dynamics of gossip activities in Tilik. She employs the theory of Self-Concept Enhancing Tactician (SCENT) model, which the results shows that gossip has two prominent functions: self-protection and self-promotion. Self-promotion involves the emotion of pride and self-protection involves the emotion of

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{Besnier} Besnier.
\bibitem{Epstein} Epstein, \textit{Gossip: The Untrivial Pursuit}.
\bibitem{McAndrew2} McAndrew, “The Science of Gossip: Why We Can’t Stop Ourselves.”
\bibitem{Besnier2} Besnier, \textit{Gossip and the Everyday Production of Politics}.
\end{thebibliography}
This research is different compared to the previous studies. This study discusses deeper impact of gossip. When Inayaturrobani believes that gossip in *Tilik* aims to gain self-protection and self-promotion, this research explores deeper than that. In fact, self-protection and self-protection is a ladder to gain more benefit called power. Power is the last goal of spreading gossip.

Another research is written by Christina that explores the language used by Bu Tejo, whose expressions are highly influencing in the movie, especially in her speech acts. She has found out that Bu Tejo’s speech acts are mostly in the form of representation. This research is also different to Christina’s research focus. This research explores that the expression, gesture, language, and appearance of Bu Tejo employs as weapon to convince others in the process of spreading gossip.

Based on the description above on the relation of gossip and power reflected by *Tilik*, this study will examine 1) the role of gossip as a strategy to gain power and 2) the significance elements portrayed by *Tilik* in delivering a convincing gossip and reaching the power (narration, social status, and strong appearance). It is interesting challenging to observe how the main character with her hegemony employs gossip as the strategy to reach power in *Tilik* short movie.

### B. Methodology

In order to obtain a proper analysis, this employs qualitative method which is supported by cultural study approach. Qualitative research according to Ritchie and Lewis is directed at providing an in-depth and interpreted understanding of the social world of research participants by learning about their social and material circumstances, their experiences, perspectives, and histories. Moreover, they explained the main qualitative methods include: observation, in-depth individual interviews, focus groups, biographical methods such as life histories and narratives, and analysis of documents and texts.

Cultural study approach is applied to *Tilik* remembering that this is the product of popular culture written based on local values. Analyzing the movie in the perspective of culture will enable the research to see complete picture of the movie based on cultural background and custom reference shown.

Furthermore, to understand the process of spreading gossip and gaining power Social Dominance theory will be applied as analysis instrument. In that sense, the Social Dominance Theory (SDT) is used to describe how gossip becomes the strategy

---
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...to reach power in *Tilik* short movie. According to Tilly, Social Dominance Theory is an attempt to connect the worlds of individual personality and attitudes with the domains of institutional behavior and social structure. SDT starts with the fundamental review that in the society people tend to be structured based on social hierarchies as systems of group. This hierarchical social structure contains two different groups, at the top there is a small number of dominant and hegemonic groups and at the bottom is one or several subordinate groups. After such observation, SDT then attempts to identify the various mechanisms that produce and maintain this group-based social hierarchy and how these mechanisms interact. Therefore, the group-based social hierarchy, hegemonic group and its mechanism interaction will be analyzed in *Tilik* Movie. It is explained that in an individual-based social hierarchy, individuals might enjoy great power, prestige, or wealth by virtue of their own highly-valued *individual* characteristics, such as great athletic or leadership ability, high intelligence, or artistic, political, or scientific talent or achievement. This supports the analysis of Bu Tejo character in gaining her achievement through gossip.

The research technique is library research by collecting data. Primary data is the short movie *Tilik* and secondary is data relates to the research topic in the form of books and articles. The primary data is taken from the conversations and visual data as seen in the *Tilik* short movie. The data are then identified, described, and analyzed based on the purpose of the research. As in SDT, the conversations and visual data taken which identifies power, prestige, wealth, etc., by individual or a group.

C. Findings and Discussion

*Tilik* is a short film that tells about a group of women from village who want to visit their female leader, *Bu Lurah* (the mayoress), at a hospital in a city. What interesting about this film is their conversation along the way to the hospital. They went to the hospital in a truck driven by a driver named Gotrek, who was the only male on the trip. In the truck, they gossiped about a woman named Dian. A woman whom they believe as someone who likes to tease someone else's husband, and has unclear job.

The conversation in the truck or gossiping is the main attraction of this short film. What they are gossiping about are trivial matters, something usual in their daily life. Typical gossip itself is indolent and usually used for leisure time only, and because it is relaxing and enjoyable, it does not produce the intended practical results. Gossip is usually relaxed and effortless, and like games, often eases everyday people's
tensions.\(^{23}\) In the short film, how they gossip about a girl named Dian, however, is depicted attractively like a fierce battle between two opposing political camps, Yu Ning who was a relative of Dian, and Bu Tejo, who was the wife of a successful businessman in the village. The battle itself can be said an unbalanced one, for Bu Tejo turned out to be supported by most ladies in the truck, while Yu Ning fights herself alone.

This short film is very popular, it gains its popularity in just a week. Cawelti highlights two important elements in popular work; first, the standard convention, and second, the needs of escape and relaxation.\(^{24}\) The standard convention is a sense of what to expect which means the familiar ground to relate the author (as well the movie maker) and the reader (in this case, the viewers). In Tilik, the common ground is in the forms of Tilik as a social custom and the complex relationship within women association.

As mentioned previously that “tilik” (means visiting) is a common custom in traditional Javanese society as the means to show compassion and sympathy toward others who are in an unfortunate situation. Meanwhile, Adi mentions that as a cultural product, the movie will not be detached from the society that creates and uses it.\(^{25}\) Likewise, women association in Javanese culture is popular for its strong bond and sympathy. However, as in everywhere in any group, the relations among human being as the member of the communion are always distinctive and complex. One of the complexity lies in the desire of an individual to be the most powerful and most renowned among others. In Tilik, this role is taken by Bu Tejo. Observing Bu Tejo’s behavior is part of the needs of escape and relaxation. The viewers are entertained by Bu Tejo’s exaggerated comical gesture and deed. The need to escape and relaxation arises in the way of viewers’ behavior laughing at ‘know-it-all’ Bu Tejo, but secretly agrees that she reflects many of us.

Understanding the above descriptions, it is important to establish steps in understanding gossip and power depicted by the short movie. First step is the discussion of the usage of gossip and gossiping as method to reach power by describing the facts presented by the movie.

1. **Gossip as a Strategy to Reach Power**

   The gossip was opened by Yu Sam by questioning the relationship between Fikri, the son of Bu Lurah, and Dian. This is then used by Bu Tedjo to gain sympathy and support from others in the truck. We can see how Bu Tejo gradually developed her strategy to reach her position as someone who has power. From this point, Bu

---


Tejo found an opening to begin to show her power. At first, Bu Tejo asked very convincingly what Dian was doing.


“(I wonder what Dian does for living. I heard that she does an inappropriate job. Poor our Bu Lurah, If she’s going to have that kind of daughter in-law. Someone said that she often rents a hotel room and goes to the mall with different guys. What kind of job is that?!”

Bu Tejo’s question then led to an opinion that Dian was a bad woman, for she has an uncertain job. She is a woman who should be avoided because it could be that she will bring shame to her family. Bu Tejo's first attack annoyed Yu Ning and tried to convince the audience that Bu Tejo's allegations were not true.

Yu Ning: “Lha iyo sopo ngerti ngeterke tamu wisata tho yo Bu.”

(Maybe she is accompanying tourists, who knows?!)”

From the conversation, we can see that Bu Tejo tries to grasp power by influencing others with her information about Dian. In other words, holding power means the ability to manipulate others to be submissive toward the holder of such power. In the battle of power, there is always another competitor that tries to challenge the holder. In Tilik, such role is played by Yu Ning. Yu ning is created as the antithesis of Bu Tejo’s character. What was said by Bu Tejo then became her weapon to start to gain sympathy from other ladies. Here, Bu Tejo's strategy to gain sympathy becomes apparent. The ladies began to believe what Bu Tejo said. She was so convincing that it made others believe her because she had some information she believed was accurate.

In a debate, someone who has accurate information will win the debate. Bu Tejo, then, showed a more accurate fact by showing a photo where Dian took a romantic photo with a man. This step further instilled Bu Tejo's power to the audience. Almost all ladies in the truck, except Yu Ning, then got on her side. With a photo that Bu Tejo showed, they were sure that what Bu Tejo said was the truth. Beersma and Gerben A. Van Kleef explain that there are basic motives for why people are gossiping. One of them is, gossip is often considered as behavior aimed to manipulate and control other opinions, mostly in a negative direction.26 In this short
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film, the gossip is aimed to manipulate and control other opinions. Here Bu Tejo always tries to influence others by the information she has.

Hence, the research concludes that Bu Tedjo works hard in using gossip to gain the power. The next step to understand the process of gaining the power is to identify the elements which support the delivery of a convincing gossip. The next discussion covers social status, strong appearance, and narration as the quality possessed by Bu tejo.

2. Social Status, Strong Appearance and Narration to Relay a Convincing Gossip

The reason why Bu Tejo seems to dominate in this conversation has something to do also with her social life. In Javanese culture, people address others by using certain attribution to show relation, respect, and identity.27 There are many kinds of attribution, but this research will only discuss “Bu” and “Yu” which highlight the movie. In the movie, Bu Tejo and Bu Tri are emerged as the opposite of Yu Sam and Yu Ning. The following analysis will, in a way, answer to the question in a scene when Bu Tejo and Bu Tri refuse to help others pushing the damaged truck. “Bu” is originally derived from “Ibu” which means Mistress (Mrs.). However, in the general use of certain Javanese culture, “Bu” is applied to address a woman with higher social status in society.

In Bu Tejo’s case, “Bu” is in front of “Tejo” which is the husband’s name suggesting that she is the wife of a man holding a certain status in society. Yu is derived from “Mbakyu” which is originally used to address older sister. In the general use in society, “Yu” is used to address familiar women that are older than the others. Steve L. Ellyson and John F. Dovidio explain about the relationship between power, dominance, and status. Power is regarded as the ability to influence people to do what he or she wants, while dominance is a tendency to control inter-individual dynamics to create a social hierarchy, and status is a position in a hierarchy given by other members in the social organization.28 In this short film, Bu Tejo is characterized as a figure that has a larger share than the others; wearing the most sparkling attire, as well as bright and shiny jewelry in her finger and wrist. Such appearance boosts her confidence as a dominant heroine. She also has the power to control and influence others, and in her social life, she has a high status. Yu Ning and other characters, however, are subordinate individuals and have limited information about Dian. That’s why the gossip delivered by Bu Tejo succeeded since it is also supported by her believable appearance.

---

The next outbreak that Bu Tejo launched to influence and gained the audience's sympathy and raised her position was the information about how Dian had a lot of wealth even though she was just working not for long.

Bu Tedjo: “Yo…cاه Wedho nyambut gawe, tur yo duite kok langsung akeh barang kuwi lho, kan yo pertanyaan tho nek ngono kuwi iki?”

“(A girl just got a job, suddenly got that much money. Of course, people were asking around.)”

Working hard is a must in life. If someone takes a shortcut by doing an instant but dirty job and obtaining more than others, it surely creates jealousy. This is how Dian becomes the public enemy, which on one hand, disrupts the harmony in society but on another side strengthens their solidarity. Thus, regarding social relations like in this short film, there are two functions of gossip. First, is that the bond between the teller and listener can be strengthened to the extent that they spend time in conversation together and perhaps share information for the common good. The second is that the information contained in the gossip may be useful for the listener to know about the target person, assuming that the target person is someone in the listener's social environment so that the listener can pursue the relationship more effectively based on further information obtained about him or her.29 Here, the ladies know more about a girl named Dian. Besides, this information, according to Bu Tejo, became a rumor also among other people, and this leads to Bu Tejo's suspicion that Dian was not a good woman. However, this attack was immediately repelled by Yu Ning.

Yu Ning: “Bu Tejo! Njenengan iki ko yo mbok ora waton nek ngendikan.”

“(Bu Tejo. Can you please not say something unreasonable?!”)

But Bu Tejo then attacked her again by pointing out the fact that the villagers were also talking about the same thing.


“(Everybody’s talking about her on Facebook already. Just look at those comments.)”

This attack strengthens Bu Tejo’s position as someone who dominates the narration, that Dian was not a good woman, she develops. In a narrative, true or false is not an important thing. In a gossip, one who owns the narrative controls the narrative. On the other side, being alone in such a disadvantage position, Yu Ning

becomes fearless. Yu Ning consistently asked Bu Tedjo to prove clear evidence and give solid proof of the gossip.

“Kalian ini mengalahkan wartawan. Sampe ngurusin seluk beluk kehidupan orang lain.”

“(You guys are greater than reporters, aren’t you? You are busy taking care of the ins and outs of other people's lives)”

However, one thing that should be noticed from Yu Ning is the motif. Does she have a right and straight motif to defend justice? Or she needs to gain challenge as the owner of power so that if she wins the battle, she may take away such power and influence. Vice versa, the audience is forced to believe the narrative a narrator presents. In this case, Bu Tejo is the narrator who controls the narrative. In the literary tradition, a narrator is very powerful over the narrative he/she constructs. We as readers are forced to believe what the narrator says. Likewise, Bu Tejo is a narrator who forces the audience to believe her narrative. Eric K. Foster states that to function efficiently in a complex social environment, humans require information about those around them.³⁰ Bu Tejo is a good practical narrator in her complex environment that masters any information well. The character is very vocal in delivering her opinions especially about Dian and the women on the truck tend to listen to her because she has power and wealth that others don’t possess.

By taking control of the narrative, Bu Tejo even succeeded in characterizing Dian as a woman whose job was not clear but had a lot of wealth. The narrative was even later strengthened by Bu Tri:

Bu Tri: “Bu Tejo, Yu Sam, yen menurutku tho, nek Dian iki penggaweane genah, kuwi ora mungkin duwe bondo koyo ngono kuwi. Ho oh ra?”

“(Bu Tejo, Yu Sam, in my opinion, if she had an appropriate job, it would be impossible to own those things, right?)”

In the gossip, Dian is also characterized as a woman who has many boyfriends, likes to tease married men, and is believed to have been pregnant outside of a legal marriage. These bad things then made Dian a public enemy among the ladies on the truck. Lea Elwardt, Labianca, and Wittek argue that the choice of gossip object is driven by considerations for group solidarity and social status.³¹ It is clear that one of Bu Tejo’s motives putting Dian as a gossip object is to strengthen her power by gaining comprehensive and complete support from women in the truck which is in the end also unites them as a group.

Moreover, Dian is described as an orphan and unmarried girl which puts her in a vulnerable social status and easy target of gossip. Niko Besnier mentioned that gossip creates certain clash that breaks the harmony in society. This is correct to define Bu Tejo and Yu Ning’s battle. Their relation is disrupted by their disagreement on certain gossip. However, the act of Bu Tejo levels up her game by manipulating Dian as the public enemy proves that Niko Besnier theory needs to be improved. As mentioned earlier that Dian as the public enemy has created a feeling of belonging and mutual fear in the group. Hence, gossip can be a strategy to reach power in coordinating people in believing something that is in line with Bu Tejo’s will. In the end, it also shows social dominance.

After understanding the instruments support the delivery of gossip, it is important to understand the impact of the gossip. Hence, the next step of discussion focuses on the gossip as dangerous weapon that create disharmony in society.

3. Dangerous Weapon and Disharmony in Society

In their open war, the weapon embraced by Bu Tedjo is stronger and more dangerous, gossip. The sharp weapon not only puts her into the highest position among other people on the truck but also to be the most influential leader. The way Bu Tejo presents the facts about Dian and the story she conveyed was so captivating to her audience so that everyone began to believe and pay attention to her. Bu Tejo then step by step controls her audience. The narrative she creates made everyone believe in what she said. Regardless of whether Bu Tejo’s narrative is correct or not, the people in the truck believed it a lot. Everyone believed her except Yu Ning. She is the only one who does not believe the gossip that was narrated by Bu Tejo, and she is also the only opponent in the heated debate about Dian.

The gossip created by Bu Tejo was aimed to spread fear in the community. The members of the community are married women who are sometimes insecure about themselves. Gossip about Dian, whether true or false, grows the fear inside them, the fear to compete the younger and prettier girl. This is the reason why most of women on the truck become bystanders. Bystanders are people who know that the crime is performed but refuse neither to help nor participate. The women don’t feel any necessity to defend Dian because they are in doubt not only about the gossip on Dian but also their position in the community. Although Yu Sam tends to be neutral and asks the objectivity of Bu Tejo’s story, she mostly agrees with Bu Tejo’s.

Being participated means being brave, rebellious, and alone like Yu ning. Rather than taking the risk, being bystanders are their safe choice. Therefore, the debate was clearly won by Bu Tejo. She owns the gossip material, and she is also good at narrating it, for what she says is supported by facts she believes are true. The reason Bu Tejo were so excited to take a lead in the conversation is revealed in a scene in a mosque. Bu Tejo gave some money to Gotrek, the driver. But, he tried to
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refuse it, for Yu Ning has already paid him a lot. Bu Tejo forced him to accept it and that it was just a gift that didn't mean anything. From this scene, however, we can see that it is something like a bribe from Bu Tejo's husband, for he is running for the district major.

Up to this scene, it becomes clear why Bu Tejo always wants to be superior in the gossip on the truck. We can see that there is an ulterior motive. When Bu Tejo mastered the gossip presented there, she prepared herself to become a leader among the ladies. In Indonesian government system, if a husband occupies a government position, then automatically his wife will become the head of PKK (Pembinaan Kesejahteraan Keluarga), a women's organization that deals with family welfare program.

Observing this topic is challenging and thought-provoking since Tilik is a short movie loaded with deep and multilayered contents but presented in a simple and creative method.

E. Conclusion

Gossip highlights the short movie Tilik. Some people believe gossip and gossiping are merely a method to communicate and relate to other people in society. However, this research showed that gossip is more than that. Gossip is surely a sharp weapon that may attack either the object of gossip or others who is harmed by the formulation of gossip.

Gossip can be activated as a weapon to reach power in a certain group. In Tilik, gossip is employed by Bu Tejo to conquer the group of ladies in the truck to trust her, in short term. While in a long term, she is planning to get people’s trust so her husband can run for the next Lurah. Furthermore, gossip can be effective if the person who spreads it has power in the society. Bu Tejo certainly has a higher class and position in the society shown by her glamorous appearance compared to other women in the truck. This appearance puts her as a dominant figure in the truck.

Social dominance is structured by a complex pattern. To simplify it, when an individual or a group is above other(s), it is called dominance. Gossip can be used to dominate others. It will be easier to dominate bystanders. In Tilik, we observed that the majority women are bystanders who follow Bu Tejo’s guidance. They are not offended to follow Bu Tejo’s guidance.

This movie reconstructs and rebuilds the traditional romantic formula that always portrays the victory of the weak against the stronger representation. In this traditional formula, the weak usually represents the kindness and goodness, while the stronger character with better and greater resources represents greed and arrogance. Tilik reconstructs such idealism by sending the victory to the stronger representation, Bu Tejo. Yu Ning is presented as the loser romantic heroin for its failure to defeat Bu Tejo.
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